
Celebrity  Baby  News:  Keira
Knightley  Welcomes  First
Child  with  Husband  James
Righton

By Courtney Omernick

Here’s the latest celebrity baby news! Celebrity couple Keira
Knightley  and  James  Righton  have  welcomed  their  first
celebrity baby. People.com reported that both Keira and James
have not revealed the baby’s sex yet.

A  new  celebrity  baby  joins  the
ranks!  What  are  some  ways  to
welcome  your  first  child  to  the
world?

Cupid’s Advice:

With this latest celebrity baby news, Cupid started thinking
about some great ways that expecting parents can welcome their
first child into the world. Below are some tips that we hope
this celebrity couple is following:

1. Find a helpful houseguest: Hopefully, this person will be
your significant other. Find someone to help you with the baby
that  is  willing  to  pitch  in  and  not  be  a  burden.  This
houseguest needs to be willing to roll up their sleeves every
day!

Related Link: Haylie Duff Gives Birth to Celebrity Baby – a
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Daughter!

2. Stock up: During your last trimester, stock up on any
dinners, lunches, etc. You won’t have any time to prep when
the baby comes, so you might as well do it now! And, accept
meals from friends and family.

Related Link: Lauren Conrad Sad She’s Not Rushing to Have
Celebrity Babies

3. Prepare for the mess: Parents with young children are not
expected to have a clean house, so, why should you? Don’t
worry about a bit of mud, or a few smudges. If need be, hire a
cleaning service to help you out.

What else have you done to welcome your first child into the
world? Comment below!

10  Famous  Couples  We  Can’t
Wait  to  See  Support  Each
Other At the Oscars
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Chrissy Teigen and John Legend

The soulful singer-songwriter and his wife, who has been in
the media for her humorous crying face, most recently appeared
at the Grammys on Feb. 8. Legend and Common will be performing
the  Oscar-nominated  song  'Glory'  from  the  movie  'Selma.'
Fingers crossed that they take home the golden statue! Photo:
Janet Mayer / PRPhotos.com

Celebrity  Couple:  Keira
Knightley  and  James  Righton
Return  to  London  Post-
Honeymoon in Corsica
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By April Littleton

After tying the knot May 4 in Mazan, France, People reports
Keira Knightley and her new hubby James Righton, a keyboardist
for The Klaxons, returning to London after spending their
honeymoon in Corsica. The couple met after being introduced by
fashion correspondent Alexa Chung. A year after being spotted
together, Knightley and Righton got engaged in May 2012.

How do you decide as a couple where to honeymoon?

Cupid’s Advice:

Your honeymoon is one of the most important trips you will go
on. After all, it is the first of many trips you and your
partner will take together as man and wife. After all of the
stress of planning a wedding, the honeymoon is the time to
relax and unwind with your beau. Many couples have a hard time
deciding on the destination of their honeymoon, but not to
worry – Cupid has some tips:

1. Set a budget: The first thing you should do as a couple is
work out a budget. Both of you should agree on how much money
you’re willing to spend on the honeymoon. Can you afford that
dream honeymoon in Fiji, or should you be looking at locations
closer to home? Whatever the case, don’t be discouraged if you
can’t  go  all  out  for  the  honeymoon.  There  are  dozens  of
locations within an affordable price range just for newlyweds.

2. Research: You and your significant other should think about
what kind of honeymoon you want. Do you want to spend most of
the time relaxing by the pool and drinking cocktails, or do
you want to live on the adventurous side? Once you figure out
what kind of setting you both will enjoy, then you can narrow
down your location search.

3. Get some help: Discuss some of your options with a couple
who’s been in your situation before, or get in touch with a

http://www.people.com/people/article/0,,20701224,00.html


travel agent. Mention your budget and what you’re expecting
out of the honeymoon. Not only will you get some valuable
feedback, but you might also get information on other possible
destinations you and your partner didn’t think of!

How did you decide where to honeymoon? Comment below.

Celebrity  News:  Keira
Knightley Ties the Knot with
James  Righton  in  Low-Key
Ceremony

By Jessica Conigliaro

On Saturday, May 4, actress Keira Knightley married Klaxons
keyboardist James Righton. The couple kept the day very low-
key, UsMagazine reports. They exchanged vows in an intimate
ceremony in the south of France before just a dozen or so of
their closest friends and family.

What are some ways to keep your wedding low-key?

Cupids Advice: 

Marriage  has  always  been  one  of  your  life  goals–but  the
wedding part, not so much. You were never the type of person
who enjoyed having the spotlight on you. Cupid here to give
you some advice on how to make your wedding day more low-key:

1. Keep it small: You decided to spend the rest of your life
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with the man you love–who’s to say you have to share that
moment with hundreds of people. You want your wedding day to
be shared amongst the people that matter most to you. Invite
40  of  you  closest  friends  and  family  and  avoid  that  big
wedding you’ve always dreaded having. This way, you won’t have
to make small talk with distant relative you barely know, or
haven’t seen since you were a baby.

2. Short dress: Wearing a big and tiered wedding dress was
never how you envisioned walking down the aisle. Save yourself
the  pain  of  putting  on  the  overly  laced  dress  and  find
something you are more comfortable in. You may even decide to
wear an off white dress, or one that has a bit of color in it.
Ignore the typical wedding rules and find something that suits
your personality–after all, it’s your big day!

3. Backyard wedding: After looking at countless venues, you
can’t seem to find a place that seems right for your big day.
They all seem too big and don’t have the right feel for you.
Skip the hassle of looking around for a location and consider
having the party right in your backyard. You grew up there and
have so many memories–why not add one more? Your guests will
love the homey feeling associated with your wedding–and so
will you.

How did you keep you wedding low-key? Share below.

James  Righton  and  Keira
Knightley Love Being Engaged

Keira Knightley and her musician fiancée James Righton are
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among many young,  hot Hollywood couples. The Pirates of the
Caribbean veteran and her talented man seem to be over-the-
moon  happy  and  in  love  since  the  announcement  of  their
engagement  in  May.  A  source  close  to  the  pair  tells
UsMagazine.com, “Honestly, they’re great for each other. They
love being engaged.” The future bride and groom have been
dating publicly since April of last year.

How do you know when it’s time to propose?

Cupid’s Advice:

Deciding when you should propose can be tricky, even if all
the feelings seem to be there. Here are some signs that can
help making your decision a little easier:

1. Your heart: Follow your heart. If you cannot imagine your
life without your honey and are madly in love, you should take
the next step without hesitation.

2. Hints: Hints are a girl’s best friend; whether she’s ready
for  a  ring  or  wants  a  specific  birthday  present.  Taking
advantage of these moments can prove helpful in the future.

3. Long relationship: A pair who has been together for quite
some time knows each other inside and out. Don’t waste any
more time, and go after what you want while you have it.

How would you know it’s time to propose? Share your thoughts
with us.
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Keira Knightley Is Engaged to
James Righton

Sorry guys, Keira Knightley is officially off the market,
according to UsMagazine.com. After only a year of dating, the
Oscar-nominated actress is engaged to the Klaxons keyboard
player,  James  Righton.  Knightley’s  publicist,  Sara  Keene,
confirmed the engagement to the Associated Press, but revealed
the couple wanted to remain hushed regarding the details of
the proposal and the wedding planning. This will be the first
marriage for both Righton and the Pirates of the Caribbean
actress.

What are some ways to tell that your partner is “the one”?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Finding “the one” is more than just finding a good kisser or
someone who’s willing to spend a lot of money, but not enough
time. Here are some ways you can tell if you have found your
best match:

1. You enjoy each other: If you and your partner can lounge in
the house all day eating pizza and mint chocolate chip ice
cream while catching up on all the episodes of Weeds, you may
have found your match. It’s not every day that you come across
someone who can truly enjoy your company when you’re having a
relaxed and lazy day.

2. They love him: By “they,” we mean family, friends… heck,
even  your  beloved  canine.  If  you  love  him  and  the  most
important people in your life love him, too, it’s a win-win
situation.

3. You can be yourself: You sometimes can’t truly be yourself
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around everyone you meet, but, when you find the one person
that you can wake up next to each day, not put on any make-up
and they still think you’re the most beautiful person in the
world – that’s “the one.”

How  did  you  know  your  partner  was  “the  one?”  Share  your
comments below.

The  5  Best  Steamy  Movie
Kisses

By Tanni Deb

From the spaghetti dinner kiss between Lady and the Tramp to
John and Savannah’s passionate liplock in Dear John, Hollywood
love scenes never fail to make our hearts race.  Although
there  are  plenty  of  romantic  movie  kisses  that  are  list-
worthy, here are our five favorite onscreen smooches ever:

1. Titanic: James Cameron made us laugh, cry and fall in love
with  leading  characters  Jack  (Leonardo  DiCaprio)  and  Rose
(Kate Winslet) in his most romantic movie to date.  Coming
from different classes, Jack, a penniless American who won the
tickets in a poker game, and Rose, the uptight daughter of an
English aristocrat, fell in love and sealed their first kiss
on the bow of the movie’s namesake.

2. The Notebook: This love story is another tale of love that
knows no boundaries, with country boy Noah (Ryan Gosling) and
southern socialite Allie (Rachel McAdams) finding themselves
in a heated summer romance.  After seven long years of no
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communication, the two find themselves passionately kissing in
the rain.  This long awaited kiss, filled with both unrequited
love and ashes of a teenage angst, is fit for anyone’s teen
dream.

3. Pride and Prejudice: Although Elizabeth (Keira Knightley)
and Mr. Darcy (Matthew Macfadyen) had nothing but distaste for
each other when they first met, sparks flew when they fell in
love.  After taking a stroll at dawn on a field, Mr. Darcy
expresses his undying love for Elizabeth.  Since the two went
from resenting one another to finally holding hands, their
kiss at the end of the movie was gladly accepted by the
audience, who has come to know this classic Jane Austen movie
quite well.

4. Spider-Man: Who would have thought that watching a man
wearing  a  spandex  hanging  upside  down  in  the  rain  while
kissing his heart’s desire could be romantic?  Since he’s a
superhero,  anything’s  possible!   The  smooch  between  Tobey
Maguire’s  alter  ego  and  Kirsten  Dunst’s  Mary  Jane  was  so
amazing that they were awarded the best screen kiss by MTV in
2003.

5. Breakfast at Tiffany’s: Locking lips in the rain must make
for a great kiss, since this is the third smooch on our list
that occurred during a shower!  When Paul (George Peppard)
leaves Holly (Audrey Hepburn) in the car after wondering how
and why people fall in love and belong to one another, she
runs after him.  As rain pours down, their lip lock expresses
the love they have for each other – and sort of answers Paul’s
question!  The Sun reported that the 1961 film was voted
cinema’s best snog in 2004 by a poll of 4,000 movie fans for
Valentine’s Day.

Which of these movie kisses is your favorite?  Share with us
in a comment below!



Keira  Knightley  Talks
Balancing Love and Her Career

Focused  on  balancing  her  work  life  with  her  personal
one, Pirates of the Caribbean star Keira Knightley was spotted
smooching  her  new  man,  James  Righton,  in  a  park  in  East
London.  Righton is the keyboard player for the Klaxons. 
According to UsMagazine.com, the actress and the musician were
introduced by a mutual friend, Alexa Chung.  This is the first
major relationship Knightley has had since breaking up with
her boyfriend of five years, Rupert Friend.  “It’s hard to
have a relationship when I’m working so much,” she told Marie
Claire.  “But  then  you  have  to  think,  ‘What  is  actually
important in life?’  Is career your only thing?  That’s sad,
because there’s going to come a day when you’re left lonely.
 It’s a difficult compromise.  I think you’ve got to strive
for balance.  It’s the striving that counts.”

How do you maintain balance between work and a relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Keeping a balance between your career and your love life is
one of the most difficult things to achieve.  Though it may
seem impossible at times, having a balanced life is possible
by managing your time and keeping open lines of communication:

1. Mix business with pleasure: If you’re having a drink with
your  co-workers  after  work,  invite  your  partner  to  come
along.  This can help bring these two very different aspects
of your life together in a casual setting.
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2. Set time aside: Time management is the key to solving many
of life’s problems, and it can significantly help balance your
love life with your career.

3. Be each other’s advocates: Support your partner in his or
her career and show understanding when he has to spend more
time at work than you would like.

How do you balance having a great love life along with a great
career?  Tweet your tips to @CupidsPulse using the hashtag
#worklovebalance.

Keira Knightley and Longtime
Boyfriend Rupert Friend Break
Up

An off-screen romance that bloomed during the filming of
Pride & Prejudice has fizzled out.  According to People, Keira
Knightley and Rupert Friend broke up under the radar months
ago due to distance and career factors.  Knightley’s father,
Will Knightley, said, “They were together for quite a long
time, and it is always hard breaking up.  She’s focused on her
work.”  Here’s hoping a few films and some new co-stars will
help heal Knightley’s broken heart!

How do you know when you should pick your career over love, or
vice versa?

Cupid’s Advice:
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Many attest to the notion that you can have your career and
love life, too.  But is it really true?  Cupid has some tips:

1. Sacrifice: When you find yourself making sacrifice after
sacrifice, at the expense of your own happiness, it’s time to
prioritize.   Relationships  are  about  compromise,  so  you
shouldn’t feel like you’re letting go of opportunities for
your future, whether it be wedding bells or job promotions.

2. Gut feeling: If you start feeling your relationship fizzle
because you’re tackling more projects at work, ask yourself if
you’re being fair to your partner.  On the other hand, if your
work life is suffering due to your relationship, it might be
time to scale back on that “quality time” you’re spending with
your partner.

3. Goals: Setting goals is always a smart idea!  Not only are
you motivating yourself, but you can also learn a lot about
what you’re looking for in life.  Determine how much you value
a relationship in your life versus how much you strive for a
career.  Perhaps come up with a ratio.


